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ABSTRACT 

This paper provides a systematic and unified treatment of the developments in the area 

of kernel estimation in econometrics and statistics. Both the estimation and hypothesis 

testing issues are discussed for the nonparametric and semiparametric regression models. A 

discussion on the choice of windowwidth is also presented. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Over the last five decades much research in empirical and theoretical econometrics has 

been centered around the estimation and testing of various econometric functionso For 

example the regression functions studying the consumption and production functions, the 

heteroskedasticity functions studying the variability or volatility of financial returns, the 

autocorrelation function exploring the nature of the time series, and the density functions 

analyzing the shape of the residuals or any economic variableo A traditional approach to 

studying these functions has been to first impose a parametric functional form and then 

proceed with the estimation and testing of interest. A major disadvantage of this traditional 

approach is that the econometric analysis may not be robust to the slight data inconsistency 

with the particular parametric specification. Indeed any misspecification in the functional 

forro may lead to erroneous conclusions. In view of these problems, recently a vast amount 

of literature has appeared on the nonparametric and semiparametric approaches to econcr 

metrics, see the books by Prakasa Rao (1983), Silverman (1986), Hãrd.le (1990), Fan and 

Gijbels (1996) and Pagan and Ullah (1999). In fact a large number of papers continue to 

pour in various joumals of statistics and econometricso 

The basic point in the nonparametric approach to econometrics is to realize that, in 

many instances, one is attempting to estimate an expectation of one variable, y, conditional 

upon others, Xo This identification directs attention to the need to be able to estimate the 

conditional mean of y give x from the data Yi and Xi, i = 1, o o o ,n. A nonparametric estimate 

of this conditional mean simply follows as a weighted average l: W(Xi, x) Yi, where W(Xi' x) 

are a set of weights that depend upon the distance of Xi from the point x at which the 

conditional expectation is to be evaluatedo A Kernel weight is considered and it is the 

subject of discussion in Section 20 This Section also indicates how the procedures extend 

to the estimation of any higher order moments and the estimation of the derivatives of the 

function linking Y and x. Finally, a detailed discussion of the existing and some new goodness

of-fit procedures for the nonparametric regression is presented; and their applications for 

determining the window width in the kernel weight, and the variables selection are discussedo 

A problem with the a priori specified parametric function is that when it is misspecified 
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even in the small regions of the data the parametric fit may be poor (biased) though it 

may be smooth (low variance). On the other hand the nonparametric functional estimation 

techniques, which totally depend on the data and have no a priori specified functional form 

may trace the irregular pattern in the data well (less bias) but may be more variable (high 

variance). A solution discussed in Section 3 is to use a combination of parametric and 

nonparametric regressions which can improve upon, in the mean squared error (MSE) sense, 

the drawbacks of each when used individually. 

Perhaps the major complications in a purely nonparametric approach to estimation is the 

"curse of dimensionality" , which implies that, if an accurate measurement of the function is to 

be made, the size of sample should increase rapidly with the number of variables involved in 

any relation. This problem has lead to the development of additive nonparametric regressions 

which estimates the regressions with the large numbers of x with the similar accuracy as the 

regression with one variable. This is discussed in Section 4. Another solution is to consider 

for some variables a linear relationship while allowing a much smaller number to have an 

unknown nonlinear relation. Accordingly, Section 4.1 deals with these and other related 

models which are referred to as the semiparametric models. 

While the major developments in the nonparametric and semiparametric research have 

been in the area of estimation, only recently the papers have started appearing which deal 

with the hypothesis testing issues. The general question is how to deal with the traditional 

hypothesis testing problems, such as the test of functional forms, restrictions, heteroskedas

ticity, in the nonparametric and semiparametric models. This has been explored in Section 

5. 

The plan of the paper is as follows. In Section 2 we present the estimation of nonparamet

ric regression. Then in Section 3 we discuss the combined regressions. Section 4 deals with 

the additive regressions and the semiparametric models. Finally, in Section 5 we explore the 

issues in the nonparametric hypothesis testing. 

2. NONPARAMETRlC REGRESSION 

Consider the regression model 
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where i = 1, ... , n, Yi is the dependent variable, Xi = (XiI, . .. , Xiq) are q regressors, m(Xi) = 

E (Yi I Xi) is the true but unknown regression function, and Ui is the error term such that 

E(Ui I Xi) = O and V(Ui I Xi) = (i2(Xi). 

li m(xd = 1({3, Xi) is a correctly specified family of parametric regression functions 

then Yi = 1({3, Xi) + Ui is a correct model and, in this case, one can construct a consistent 

least squares (LS) estimator of m(xi) given by 1 (/3, Xi), where /3 is the LS estimator of the 

parameter vector {3. This /3 is obtained by minimizingL u; = L (Yi - 1 ({3, xi)f with respect 

to {3. For example, if f ({3, Xi) = a + Xi {3 = Xib, b = (a, {3')', is linear we carl obtain the LS 

estimator of {3 as /3 = (X' X)-I X' y, 

where X is a n x (q + 1) matrix with ith row given by Xi = (1, Xi). Further the predicted 

(fitted) values are Yi = XiS = Xi (X' X)-l X' y. In general, if the parametric regression 

1 ({3, x) is incorrect or the forro of m( x) is unknown then the 1 (/3, x) may not be a consistent 

estimate of m(x). 

An altemative approach is to use the nonparametric regression estimation of the unknown 

m(x) by using techniques such as kemel, series, and spline, among others, see Newey (1997), 

Hãrdle (1990) and Pagan and Ullah (1999) for details. Here we consider the kemel estimation 

since it is simple to implement and its asymptotic properties are well established. Essentia11y 

the kemel estimator is a local LS (LLS) estimator obtained by rninirnizing LU; K(Xih"x) 

where ~ = Yi - 1 ({3, Xi), Ki,x = K (Xih"X) are a decreasing function of the distances of 

the regressor vector Xi from the point X = (XI. ... , xq), and h > O is the window width 

(smoothing parameter) which determines how rapidly the weights decrease as the distance 

of Xi from X increases. When h = 00, Ki,x = K(O) is a constant so that the rninirnization of 

K(O) LU; is the same as the rninirnization of LU;, that is the LLS estimator becomes the 

global LS estimator described above. In general, while the nonparametric LLS estimation 

fits 1 ({3, Xi) to the points in the interval of length h around x, the parametric LS estimator 

fits 1 ({3, Xi) globa11y to the entire scattering of the data. 

When one treats m (Xi) = f ({3, Xi) 10ca11y (around X) as Xib (X), where b (X) = (a(x), {3 (x)')',an 

explicit expression of the LLS estimator of b(x) is 

S (X) = (X' K(x) X)-l X' K(x) y, 
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and the predicted values of m(x) are 

or y = W Y = m where Wi = Xi (XI K (Xi) X)-l XI K (Xi) is an nxn ith row of W, K(x) is the 

diagonal matrix with the diagonal elements (K(Xj~X)) , ... , and m = [m(xl),"" m(xn)]'. 

The estimator j3(x) is the local linear LS (LLLS) or simply the local linear (LL) estimator. 

One can consider f (13, xd to be the polynomials in Xi of degree d, in which case the matrix 

X will contain polynomials and the estimator j3 (x) wiil be the local polynomial LS (LPLS) 

estimator. For more details, see Fan and Gijbels (1996). 

When on treats m (xd locaily (around x) as a scalar constant a (x), the LLS estimator 

of a (x) is 

LyjKji 
and the predicted values are ili = m(xi) = li (Xi) = Wi Y = ji: Kji = 2;: Yj Wji, where l- is an 

j ] 

n x 1 vector of unit elements, Kji = Kej~Xi), Wi = (l-I K (Xi) l-)-1l-1 K (Xi) is the ith row of 

W, and Wji = Kjd L Kji' The estimator li (x) is the local constant LS (LCLS) estimator, 
j 

and it was first introduced by Nadaraya (1964) and Watson (1964) (N-W). 

The traditional approach to LLLS estimator (Fan and Gijbles (1996)) is to take first 

order Taylor-Series expansion of m (Xi) around X so that Yi = m (Xi) + 14 = m (X) + (Xi -

X) m(l) (X) + Vi = a (X) + Xi 13 (x) + Vi = Xi 8(x) + Vi; where m(l)(x) = j3(x) = 8m(x)j8x 

is the first derivative of m(x), a(x) = m(x) - X j3(x) and Xi and 8(x) are as given above. 

The LLLS estimator 8(x) is then obtained by rninirnizing L vl K(Xih"X) , and it is equivalent 

to 8 (x) given above. Furthermore m (Xi) = li (Xi) + Xi j3(Xi) = Xi8 (xi)is an estimator of 

m(xi) = a(xi) + Xi 13 (Xi) = Xi8(Xi). We note that while LLLS provides the estimates of 

the unknown function m(x) and its derivative j3(x) simultaneously, LCLS estimator of N-W 

provides the estimator of m(x) only. The first analytical derivative of m(x) is then taken to 

obtain j3(x) , see Pagan and Ullah (1999, Ch. 4). 

The LLS results provide the point wise estimates of 13 which vary with x. In some situa

tions one may be interested in knowing how the parameters change with respect to a vector of 

variables Zi which is not necessarily in the model. That is, the model to be estimated is, say, 
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Yi = f (/3 (Zi), Xi) + Ui or in the linear case Yi = Xi /3 (Zi) + Ui· This can be estirnated. by min-

imizing L u; K(\;z) = L[Yi - Xi /3J2 K(Zi~Z) which gives j3(z) = (X' K (z) X)-1 X' K (z) y. 

For examples and applications of these models, see Cai et aI (1998), Robinson (1989) and Li 

et aI (1998). 

The above results extend to the estirnation of E (g(Yi) 1 Xi) where g(Yi) is a function of 

Yi such that E I g(Yi) 1< 00, for example, E(y; 1 Xi), where g(Yi) = Y;' 

The asymptotic normality results of LL8 and N-W (LCL8) estimators are similar and 

they are well established. in the literature. But their finite sample approxirnate bias expres

sions to O(h2 ) are different while the variance expressions are the same. These are now well 

lmown, see Pagan and Ullah (1999, chs. 3 and 4) for details. These results accompanied. by 

several sirnulation studies (see Fan and Gijbels (1996)) indicate that the M8E performance 

of the LLL8 is much better than that of N-W estirnator especially in the tails where data 

is fewer. In particular, the bias of N -W estirnator is much worse compared. to LLL8 in the 

tails, and while the LLL8 is unbiased. when the true regression function m(x) is linear the 

N-W estirnator is biased.. Intuitively this makes sense since while the N-W estirnator fits a 

constant to the data around each point X the LLL8 estimator fits linear line around x.These 

properties and the fact that the LLL8 estirnator provides derivatives (elasticities) and the 

regression estirnators sirnultaneously, and that it is sirnple to calculate, make LLL8 an ap

pealing estirnation technique. In the future, however, more research is needed. to compare 

the performances of LPL8 and LLL8. 

An irnportant irnplication of the asymptotic results of LL8 and N-W estirnators of m(x) 

and /3(x) is that the rate of convergence of m(x) is (nhq)1/2 and that of /3(x) is (nhq+2)1/2 

which are slower than parametric rate of n 1/2. In fact as the dimension of regressors q increases 

the rates become worse. This is the welllmown problem of "curse of dimensionality" in the 

purely nonparametric regression. In recent years there are several attempts to resolve this 
n ~ 

problem. One idea is to calculate the average regression coefficients, e.g., L /3 (xi)/n or 

weighted. average coefficients which give n 1/2 convergence rate. This, however, may not have 

much economic meaning in general, except in the case of single index models used. in labor 

econometrics, see Powell et al (1989). Another solution is to use the ad.ditive regression 

mo deIs which irnprove the (nhq)1/2 rate to a univariate rate of (nh)1/2. This is described. in 
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Section 4. 

The asymptotic results described above are well established for the independently and 

identically distributed (i.i.d) observations, and for the weakly dependent time series data. 

For the extensions of the results to nonparametric kernel estimation with nonstationary data, 

see Phillips and Park (1998), and for the case of purely nonparametric single index model 

Yi = m (xil3) + Ui, see Lewbel and Linton (1998). 

2.1 Goodness of Fit Measures and Choices of Kernel and Bandwidth 

The LLS estimators are easy to implemento Once a window width and kernel are chosen, 

Ki, x = K (Xii:X) can be computed for each value of the x = x j, j = 1, ... n, in the sample and 

then substituted in the LLS, LLLS, and N - W (LCLS) estimators given above. Confidence 

intervals for the LLLS and N - W estimators can then be obtained by using the asymptotic 

normality results. The key issues about the LLS estimators therefore involve the selection 

of kernel and window width. Regarding the choice of kernel we merely remind that for the 

large data sets it is now believed that the choice of smoothing kernel is not crucial, and that 

data should be transformed to standardized from before entry into kernels. Also, in practice 

the product kernels are easy to use and perform well, that is K('l/Ji) = TI K('l/Jsi) where 
s 

s = 1, ... , q; and K('l/Jsi) can be taken as the univariate normal with unbounded support 

or the Epanechnikov kernel with bounded support K('l/Jsi) = ~(1 - 'I/J~i) , I 'l/Jsi I~ 1. These 

kernels are second order kernels, implying their first moments are zero but the second are 

finite. Another class of kernels, known as higher order kernels with higher order moments, 

as zero, are used in order to reduce the asymptotic bias problem in the LLS estimators. 

However in practice the gains from these higher order kernels are not significant. For details 

on the choice of kernels see Silverman (1986). 

The window width h controls the smoothness of the LLS estimate of m (x) and in prac

tice is crucial in obtaining a good estimate that controls the balance between the vari

ance, which is high when h is too small, and the squared bias which is high when h 

is too large. With this in mind several window width selection procedures have tried 

to choose h to minimize a number of mean squared error (MSE) criteria, for example 

J (m(x) - m(x))2 dx, E J ((m(x) - m(x))2 dx) = J MSE (m(x)) dx = integrated MSE = 

IMSE and the average IMSE =AIMSE = E J (m(x) - m(x))2 f(x) dx. The minimization 
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of IMSE is knOWIl to provide the optimal h to be ~ n-1/(q+4) where c is a constant of pnr 

portionality which depends on unknOWIl density and m(x) and their derivatives. An initial 

estimate of c can be constructed giving ''plug-in' estimators of h but this has not been a 

very popular procedure in practice. A recent procedure due to Hãrdle and Bowman (1988) 

estimates AIMSE by bootstrapping and then minimize the simulated AIMSE with respect 

to h. An advantage of this approach is that it also provides a confidence interval for m also. 

Cross validation is a popular alternative procedure, which chooses h by minimizing 

the sum of squares of the estimated prediction error (EPE) or residual sum of squares 
1 n 1 n 2 -, - 'M 

(RSS) EPE = RSS = - 2: (Yi - Y_i)2 = - 2: U_i = ~ = 1L..!Y!JI. where Y-i = m-i(xi) = n . n . n n 
z z 

W-i Y , U-i = Yi - Y-i , U = Y - W-i Y = M Y and M = 1- W-i ; subscript -i indicates that 

the "leave-one-out" estimator deleting ith observation in the sums is used. An alternative is 

to consider EP E* = n-~r~l) where n - tr (W- 1) = tr (M) can be treated as the degrees of 

freedom in the nonparametric regression, as an analogue to the linear parametric regression 

case. 

One drawback of the "goodness of fit function" EPE is that there is no penalty for large 

or small h. In view of this, many authors have recently considered the penalized goodness of 

fit function to choose h see Rice (1984) and Hãrdle et al (1992). The principIe is the same as 

in the case of penalty functions used in the parametric regression for the choice of number 

of parameters (variables), for example Akaike criterion. The idea of a penalty function is, in 

general, an attractive one and it opens the possibility of more future research. 

A related way to obtain h is to choose the value of h for which the square of correlation 

between Yi and Yi (p;,y) is maximum, that is O:::; R2 = i{y :::; 1 is maximum. One could also 

use the correlation between Y and leave-one-out estimator Y-i. 

When V(Ui I Xi) = CJ2 (Xi)' one can choose h such that an estimate of unconditional 

variance of Ui, Eu; = E [E(u; I Xi)] = E [0-2(Xi)] = J 0-2 (X) f (x) dx is minimum. That is 

choose h such that EPE1 = Êu; = J &2 (X) dÊ' (x) where &2 (Xi) = Ê (ü; I Xi) is obtained 

by the LPLS regression of ü; on Xi ; Üi = Yi - m (Xi) is the nonparametric residual, and 
~ n 
f (x) = 2: Wi (x) is a nonparametric density estimator for some weight function Wi (x) such 

z 

that J wi(x)dx = 1. For the kernel density estimator Wi (x) = K(XiI:X)/nhq
, see Silverman 

(1986) and Pagan and Ullah (1999). It is better to use EPE1 than EPE when there is a 
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heterosked.asticity of unlmown formo AIso, since E(u;) can be shown to be a consistent 

estimator of Eu; the nonparametric version of R2 , Ri = 1 - ~PEl lies between O and 
~ z)y;-y? 

; 

1 and it is an estimator of p2 = 1 _ Eu~ = 1 _ E(y,-m(x,)? 
, V (y,) V (y;) 

Thus, an alternative is to choose h such that R2 is maximum. One can also use EPEi 

in Ri. This will correspond to R2 in the parametric regression. A simple way to calculate 
n 

EPE1 is to consider the empirical distribution function so that EPE1 = ~ L (j2 (Xi)' 
l 

In general the move from independent to dependent observations should not change the 

way window width selection is done. However, the care has to be taken since, as indicated by 

Robinson (1986), a large window width might be needed for the dependent observations case 

due to the positive serial correlations see Herrman et al (1992). Faraway (1990) considers 

the choice of varying windowwidth. For details on the choices of h and their usefulness see 

Pagan and Ullah (1999). 

3. COMBINED REGRESSION 

Both the parametric and nonparametric regressions, when used. individually, have certain 

drawbacks. For example when the a priori specified parametric regression m (x) = f ((3, x) 

is misspecified. even in the small regions of the data the parametric fit may be poor (biased.) 

though it may be smooth (low variance). On the other hand the nonparametric regression 

techniques, which totally depend on the data and have no a priori specified. functional form 

may trace the irregular pattern in the data well (less bias) but may be more variable (high 

variance). Thus, when the functional form of m (x) is unlmown, a parametric model may 

not adequately describe the data in its entire range, whereas a nonparametric analysis would 

ignore the important a priori information about the underlying model. A solution considered 

in the literature is to use a combination of parametric and nonparametric regressions which 

can improve upon the drawbacks of each when used individually, see Eubank and Spiegelman 

(1990), Fan and Ullah (1998), and Glad (1998). Essentially the combined. regression estima

tor controIs both the bias and variance and hence improves the MSE of the fito To see the 

idea behind the combined estimation let us start with a parametric model (m (x) = f ((3, x)) 

which can be written as 
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where 9 (Xi) = E (Ui I Xi) = m (Xi) - E (f ({3, Xi) I Xi) and ti = Ui - E (Ui I Xi) such that 

E (ti I Xi) = O. Note that f ({3, Xi) may not be a correctly specified model so 9 (Xi) =I- O. If it 

is indeed a correct specification 9 (Xi) = O. The combined estimation of m (X) can be written 

as 

where 9 (Xi) = Ê (Úi I Xi) is obtained by the LLS estimation technique and Úi = Yi - f ((3, Xi) 

is the parametric residual. 

An alternative way to combine the two models is to introduce a weight parameter À and 

write Yi = f ({3, Xi) + À 9 (Xi) + ti. If the parametric model is correct, À = O. Thus, the 

parameter À measures the degree of accuracy of the parametric mode!. A value of À in the 

range O to 1 can be obtained by using the goodness of fit measlUes described in Section 2.1, 

especially R2 and EPE. AlternativeIy, a LS estimator .x can be obtained by doing a density 

weighted regression of Yi - f ((3, Xi) = 'ÍLi on 9 (Xi), see Fan and Ullah (1998). The combined 

estimator of m (x) can now be given by 

This estimation indicates that a parametric start model f ((3, x) be adjusted by .x times 9 (x) 

to get a more accurate fit of the unknown m (x). 

Instead of additive adjustments to the parametric start in me (x) and me* (x), GIad (1998) 

proposed a multiplicative adjustment given beIow. Write 

m (Xi) = f ({3, Xi) f7i:~i) = f({3, Xi) E (y; I Xi) 

where Y; = yd f ({3, Xi)' Then mg (Xi) = f ((3, Xi) Ê (Y; I Xi) is the estimator proposed 

by GIad (1998), where y; = Yd f ({3, Xi), and Ê (.) is obtained by LLS estimator described 

above. 

The asymptotic convergence rates of me (X) and its asymptotic normality are given in 

Fan and UUah (1998). In small sampIes, the simulation results of Rahman and UUah (1999) 

suggest that the combined estimators perform, in the MSE sense, as weU as the parametric 

estimator if the parametric model is correct and perform better than both the parametric 

and nonparametric LLS estimators if the parametric mo deI is incorrect. 
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4. ADDITIVE REGRESSIONS 

In recent years several researchers have attempted to estimate m(xi) by imposing some 

structure upon the nature of the conditional mean m (Xi). One popular solution is the gen

eralized additive models of Hastie and Tibshirani (1990), which is 

where ms , S = 1, ... ,q, are functions of single variables with E ms (Xis) = O, S = 2, ... ,q, for 

identification. Each of ms and hence m (Xi) is then estimated by one dimensional convergence 

rate of (n h) 1/2 which is faster than the convergence rate (n hq ) 1/2 achieved by direct nonpara

metric estimation of m (Xi)' The statistical properties of Hastie and Tibshirani (1990) estima

tion algorithm is complicated. For practical implementations, simpler estimation techniques 

are proposed in Linton and Nielson (1995) and Chen et at (1996). The basic idea behind this 

is as follows. At the first stage estimate m (Xi) = m (XiI, ... , Xiq) = m (Xil, Xil) by the non-

parametric LLS procedure, where XiI is a vector of Xi2 ... ,Xiq' Then, using Ems (Xis) = O, 

we note that 

and hence mI (XiI) = J m (Xil, xiV dÊ' (xiV. Using the empírical distribution one can calcu-
n 

late mI (XiI) = 1 L m (XiI, Xjd. ms (Xis) for any s can be similarly calculated. Under the 
n j=l -

assumptions that [Yi, Xi] are i.i.d, n h3 --+ 00 and n h5 --+ O as n --+ 00, Linton and Nielson 

show the (n h)I/2 convergence to normality for mI' For the test of ad.ditivity of m (Xi) see 

Linton and Gozalo (1996), and for the application to estimating a production function see 

Chen, et al (1996). 

Alternative useful approaches which impose structure on m (Xi) are the projection pursuit 

regression and the neural networks procedures. For details on them, see Ftiedman and Tukey 

(1974), Breiman and Ftiedman (1985), Kuan and White (1994), Hãrdle (1990) and Pagan 

and Ullah (1999). 

4.1 Semiparametric Models 

A partial solution to the dimensionality problem was also explored in Speckman (1988) 

and Robinson (1988). They considered the casewhere Xi = (XiI, Xi2) and m (Xi) = m (XiI, XI2) = 
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ml (XiI) + m2 (Xi2), but the researcher knows the functional form of ml (XiI) as XiI (3, where 

XiI is a ql dimensional and Xi2 is q2 dimensional with no common elements. That is, they 

considered the partiallinear mo deIs or semiparametric (SP) model of the following form 

where E (Ui I Xi) = O. For example, in the earning functions log earning (Yi) may be an 

unknown function of age (Xi2) but a linear function of education (XiI)' The estimation of (3 

can be carried out by first eliminating m (Xi2), and then using the following procedure of 

taking conditional expectations so that 

and Yi - E (Yi I Xi2) = (XiI - E (XiI I Xi2)) (3 + Ui or Y; = XiI (3 + Ui. This can then be 

estimated by the LS procedure as 

For the implementation we need to know Y; and XiI' which can be obtained by estimating 

E (Yi I Xi2) and E (XiI I Xi2) using the LLS procedures in Section 2. After obtaining /3sp one 

can proceed for the estimation of m (Xi2) by writing 

and then again doing the LLS regression of Y;* on Xi2. 

While the estimator of m (Xi2) achieves the nonparametric slow rate of convergence of 

(n hq/ 2 ) 1/2, the remarkable point is that the /3sp achleves the parametric rate of convergence 

of n 1/ 2 . It is in this respect this procedure is better than the univariate nonparametric con

vergence rates of generalized additive models above. However, in the partial linear mo deI we 

need to be sure of the linearity of XiI (3. If m (XiI, (3) is a nonlinear function of XiI and (3, then 

it is not clear how one proceeds with the above estimation technique, though it seems that a 

nonlinear semiparametric LS procedure might be helpful. For the empírical applications of 

the above models, see Engle et aI (1986) for the electricity expenditure estimation, Anglin 

and Gencay (1996) for the hedonic price estimation of Canadian housing. 
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There are various extensions of the idea of the partiallinear models. Fan and Li (1997) 

combine the partial linearity with the generalized additive models to consider 

and suggest the fo convergent estimate of 13 and (n h)I/2 convergent estimates of ms (Xis) 

for s = 2, ... ,q. This improves upon the (n hq )I/2 state of convergence of m (Xi2) above. 

The partially linear models have been extensively studied in the labor econometric lit

erature on the selection models where m (Xi2) = m (Xi2 6) is an unknown function of single 

index Xi2 6 and Xi2 and XiI may have some common variables. For details on this literature, 

see Pagan and Ullah (1999, Chs. 7-9). For the maximum likelihood estimation of the purely 

parametric model, Yi = Xi 13 +Ui, partiallinear, and selection models without the assumption 

about the form of the density of Ui, see the excellent work of Ai (1997). The estimation of 

panel data based partially linear models has been developed in Ullah and Roy (1998), Li 

and Ullah (1998) and Li and Stengos (1996), among others. 

5. HYPOTHESIS TESTING 

An obvious question is how to carry out various diagnostic tests done in the parametric 

econometrics within the nonparametric and semiparametric models. Several papers have 

appeared in the recent literature which deal with this issue. We present them here and show 

their links. 

First consider the problem of testing a specified parametric model against a nonpara

metric alternative, Ho : f (13, Xi) = E (Yi I Xi) against HI : m (Xi) = E (Yi I Xi)' The idea 

behind the Ullah (1985) test statistic is to compare the parametric RSS (PRSS) L: U~, Ui = 

Yi - f (/3, Xi) with the nonparametric RSS (NPRSS),L: ü~, where Üi = Yi - ih (Xi). His test 

statistic is 
T _ (PRSS - NPRSS) _ PRSS _ 1 _ L: u~ - L: Ü~ 

I - NPRSS - NPRSS - L: ü~ , 

or simply Ti = (PRSS - NPRSS), and reject the null hypothesis when TI is large. fo TI has 

a degenerage distribution under Ho. Lee (1994) uses density weighted residuals and compares 

L Wi u~ with L: ü~ to avoid degeneracy, for other procedures see Pagan and Ullah (1999). 

Pagan and Ullah (1999) also indicates the normalizing factor needed for the asymptotic 
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-
normality of TI. An alternative suggested. here is the following nonparametric bootstrap 

-
method: (i) generate the bootstrap residuals u; from the centered. residuals (Üi- ü) where 

~ is the average of Üi. (ü) Generate y; = f (/3, Xi) + u; from the null model (iii) Using the 

bootstrap sample Xi, y; , i = 1, ... , n, estimate m(xi) nonparametrically, say and m*(xi), 

and obtain the bootstrap residual ü; = y; - m*(xi). (ü) calculate the bootstrap test statistic 

Ti = (Lu; - Lür)2 /Lü;2 (iv) Repeat the steps (i) to (iv) B times and use the empirical 

distribution of Ti as the null distribution of Ti. An alternative is to use wild bootstrap 

method or pivotal bootstrap which will preserve the conditional heterosked.asticity in the 

original residuals. Another alternative is to use the block bootstrap method (Bühlm.an and 

KÜllsch (1995)). 

An alternative test statistic is based. on comparing the parametric fit with the nonpara

metric fito Defining a(x) as a smooth weight function, this test statistics is 

where F is the empirical distribution function, see Ullah (1985) and Gozalo (1995), and 

Alt-Sahalia et al (1998) who also indicate that f (/3, Xi) and m (Xi) can also be replaced. by 

f (/3, xd - J f (/3, Xi) j (Xi) dXi and m (Xi) by m (Xi) - J m (xd j (Xi) dXi without affecting 

the results in practice and provide the asymptotic normality of n hq/ 2 T2• 

Hãrdle and Mammen (1993) suggested. a weighted. integrated. square difference between 

the nonparametric estimator and the kernel smoothed. parametric estimator i (13, Xi) = 

Ê (f (/3, Xi) I Xi) which can be calculated. by the LLS proced.ures with Yi replaced. by f (/3, Xi). 

Thisis 

Tg = J (i (/3, X) - m (X) ) 2 a (X) dx = [ [Ê ('11 Ix) t a (X) dx 
:z: 

where Ê ('11 I X) = Ê (y I X) - Ê (J (/3, X) Ix) = m (X) - i (/3, X). It has been shown 

in Rahman and Ullah (1999) that the use of the kernel smoothed. estimator ](/3, x) gives 

better size and power performances of the tests compared. to the case of using f (/3, x). Tg is 

similar to T2 if we write a (x) = a (x) i-I (x) d F (x) and use the empirical distribution. This 

test statistic is computationally involved.. In view of this, Li and Wang (1998) and Zheng 

(1996) proposed. a conditional moment test (CMT) which is easy to calculate, and has a 
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better power performance. Its form is 

This statistic is based on the idea that under the null E(Ui I Xi) = E [(Ui E (Ui I Xi)] -

E [(EUi I Xi)2] = E [Ui E (Ui I xi)a(xi)] = O for any positive a (xi).T4 is an estimate of 

E [Ui E(Ui I Xi) a(Xi)] for a (Xi) = f (Xi). Eubank and Spiegelman (1990), however, tests for 

E [(EUi I Xi)2] = O using a series type estimator of E(Ui I Xi). The test statistic T4 has n hq
/
2 

rate of convergence to normality. 

An intuitive and simple test of the parametric specification follows from the combined 

regression Yi = f ({3, Xi) +)..g (Xi) + €i or Ui = Yi - f ({3, Xi) = )..E (Ui I Xi) + €i given in 

Section 3. The estimator of ).. is then 

which is the weighted LS of ~ on Ê (~ I Xi). Fan and Ullah (1998) considered the case 

where a (Xi) = P (Xi) and j (/3, Xi) = f (/3, Xi), and established the asymptotic normality of 

h-q/ 2 ~ and n hqj2 ~N. Their test statistics for parametric specification, Ho : ).. = O are 

and they indicate the better performances of size and power of T6 compared to Ts. It is 

interesting to see the links between the test statistics TI to T6 . First, since Ui = Yi - f (/3, Xi) 

and ~ = Yi - m (xd, it follows that 

or TI = - T2 + 2 T4 , except that T4 has j (/3, Xi). Thus under the null hypothesis T4 ~ O and 

T2 ~ O may imply TI ~ O. We also note that T6, with a (Xi) = i (Xi), is the Li-Wang and 

Zheng tests T4 • 

AlI the above nonparametric tests are generally calculated with the leave-one-out esti

mators of m (Xi) = m-i(Xi) and the weight a(xi) = j (Xi) = i-i (Xi). Theoretically the use 

of leave-one-out estimators helps to get asymptotic normality centered at zero. The tests 
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; 

are consistent model specification tests in the sense that their power goes to one as n ----> Xl 

against ali the alternatives. The usual parametric specification tests are however consistent 

against a specified alternative. An approach to developing consistent model specification 

test, without using any nonparametric estimator of m (x), is the CMT due to Bierens

Newey-Tauchen, see Pagan and Ullah (1999) for details. An important difference between 

Bierens-type tests and the tests TI to T6 is the treatment of h. While TI to T6 tests consider 

h ----> O as n ----> 00, Bierens (1982) type tests treat h to be fixed which makes the asymptotic 

distribution of their tests to be nonnormal but can detect the Pitman's local alternative that 

approach the null at the rate O(n-I / 2) compared to slower rate of O ((n hq/ 2)-I/2) of TI to 

T6 . However Fan and Li (1996) indicate that under high frequency type local alternatives 

the tests with vanishing h may be more powerful than tests based on fixed h. For asymptotic 

normality of the tests TI to T6 for the dependent observations, see Li (1997). 

The test statistics TI to T6 can also be used for the problem of variable selections. For 

example testing Ho : m (Xi) = m(XiI' Xi2) = m (XiI) against HI : m (Xi) =1= m (XiI) can be 

carried out by calculating the difference between the NPRSS due to m (XiI, XI2) and the 

NPRSS due to m (XiI), or using T2 = n-I E (m (XiI, Xi2) - m (XiI))2 a (Xi) test, see Alt

Sahalia et al (1998) for asymptotic normality. An Alternative is suggested in Racine (1997). 

We can also do the diagnostics for variable selection by using the goodness of fit measures 

described in Section 2.1,also see Vien (1994) where the cross-validation method has been 

used. 

The tests TI to T6 can also be extended to do non-nested testing (Delgado and Mora 

(1998)), testing for parametric and semiparametric models Yi = f ({3, Xi) + À m (Xi) + Ui, 

(Li (1997), Fan and Li (1996)) and single index models, Alt-Sahalia et al (1998)). Finally, 

for testing of the restrictions on the parameters, testing heteroskedasticity and testing serial 

correlation in the parametric model Yi = f ({3, Xi) + Ui with the unknown form of density, 

see Gonzalez-Rivera and Ullah (1998) where they develop the semiparametric Rao Score test 

(Lagrang-Multiplier) with the unknown density replaced by its kernel estimator. Also see Li 

and Hsiao (1998) for a semiparametric test of serial correlation. 
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